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Abstract: Software systems steadily tend to be bigger and more complex, making it more difﬁcult to change
them, especially during runtime. Several types of runtime software adaptation approaches were
proposed to increase the adaptation capability of applications and turn them into an evolution
software. Many of these approaches (using software architectural models for example) are im-
plemented during the design phase of software development life cycle, making them ineffective or
difﬁcult to use in case of already existing applications. Moreover, the overhead caused by the use
of these approaches has not been determined in many cases. In this paper author presents the
taxonomy of high- and low-level approaches to runtime software adaptation and then introduces
a lightweight prototype programming tool used to add runtime code modiﬁcation capability (via
function hotswapping) to existing applications written in C++ and run under Linux. The tool also
enables to replace a defective function by its older or corrected version at runtime. Several tests
were prepared to compare traditional C++ applications with the same applications developed
with the aforementioned programming tool. Applications were compared in terms of execution
time, size of executable code and memory usage. Different size and number of functions have been
considered. The paper also researches the constant overhead caused by the programming tool
regardless of the target application. The paper ends with the summary of presented approaches
and their characteristics, including effects on the targeted systems, capabilities, ease of use, level
of abstraction etc.
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1. Introduction
Modern software systems are steadily getting bigger and more complex. The process of
software development becomes more difﬁcult and requires more resources (including money,
time and human resources). In result, it becomes more expensive, time-consuming and dif-
ﬁcult to make changes during software development life cycle. Modiﬁcation of a software
system becomes especially difﬁcult after its design phase and during runtime, when system
is already deployed and active. Moreover such changes often cause decrease in the system’s
availability or efﬁciency.
One solution to above problems is to design the software system in such a way that makes
the system subject to change during runtime. Such system becomes adaptative software and
its capability to change is called runtime software adaptation or runtime code modiﬁcation.
When the change is applied multiple times during the software’s life cycle, we can call it an
evolution software, since the software’s functionality, efﬁciency and purpose is variable and
guided by changes in its environment or user needs.
Many approaches were proposed that aim at increasing the system’s adaptation capabil-76 Jarosław Rudy
ities. This paper brieﬂy discusses most common solutions, with emphasis on use of archi-
tectural models, and also considers some standalone approaches, both high- and low-level.
This paper also presents a prototype lightweight programming tool used to add runtime code
modiﬁcation capabilities to C++ applications and can be applied to already existing software.
The tool was also used to measure the overhead it imposes on the target system, in order to
research its effect on the performance of the resulting system.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a taxonomy of
evolution software. Section 3 discusses high-level approaches to runtime software adaptation
based on the idea of software architectural models. In section 4 a short preview of other
kinds of approaches is presented and some open problems in the ﬁeld of software evolution
are discussed. Section 5 describes a programming tool developed to address problems men-
tioned in the previous section and presents results of overhead research of that tool. Section 6
offers a comparative analysis of discussed approaches along with their main characteristics.
Finally, section 7 contains the paper’s summary and conclusions.
2. Taxonomy of adaptive systems
The problem of software evolution is multidimensional. All alterations of a software sys-
tem start with some sort of change. During software’s life cycle changes are made either at
design phase or during runtime. The former case is a common occurence in the ﬁeld of soft-
ware engineering and is mostly outside of the scope of this paper, making the online evolution
the main focus of this work.
Below is a short attempt at classiﬁcation of runtime software evolution, including various
types and characteristics of evolutionary changes and different kinds of evolutionary systems.
This classiﬁcation has been summarized in Figure 1.
2.1. Cause of change
Regardless of time at which it occured, each change has a cause. Qianxiang Wang et al.
present a short classiﬁcation of change types in [1]. Based on this we can say that changes to
the software system can be caused by:
1. Users. Typically it is the effect of changing user (customer) needs. It may involve changes
to the system’s functions or constraints. It may be used to repair the system’s faults.
2. Designers. This case covers situations when designers decide to modify their software
without receiving feedback from the user. It may aim at increasing the efﬁciency of a sys-
tem or correct faults before users suffer from them.
3. Environment. This includes, for example, changes in input data format or available re-
sources (like CPU time or memory). It also means all alterations of runtime platform (like
changes to the operating system, middleware or hardware).
4. System itself. Even without users, designers and changing environment, the system can
monitoritsownperformanceorsearchforfaults. Inresultthesystemcanmakeself-induced
changes to achieve some goal or meet certain conditions. This is especially true in case of
self-healing systems.Runtime software adaptation: approaches and a programming tool 77
(a) Causes and aims of evolutionary changes (b) Different types of evolution software
Figure 1. Evolution software: changes and taxonomy
2.2. Aim of change
After the initial “cause” change has been determined, the actual system “effect” change
should be carried out. This change is (direct or indirect) product of the system’s designers and
has certain aim. According to this aim we distinguish three types of software evolution [2]:
1. Corrective. This type of evolution aims at removing system faults. Example of this form
of evolution are patches with security or bug ﬁxes.
2. Adaptive. Goal of adaptative evolution is to meet user needs while the environment or user
needs themselves are changing. Example of adaptive evolution are autonomous software
agents.
3. Perfective. In this case there are no changes caused by the user or environment, so user
needs are already met on at least mandatory level. The aim of perfective evolution is to
enhance the system performance or usability to meet user needs on higher level or at the
lower cost.
Systems aiming at one of above types of evolution always use some form of rules to guide
them through the process of evolution. Adaptive systems may be equipped with, so called,
adaptation contracts, specifying the constraints on the system and proper method of adapta-
tion [3]. Corrective systems often follow the notion of repair strategies which are carried out
in the case of a system fault [4].
2.3. Closed and open systems
Finally, we can classify approaches to software evolution by dividing them into groups
according to the way they specify their evolutionary behaviour. Two such groups are known:
closed and open systems.
Closed systems Systems that have all their evolutionary behaviour speciﬁed during design
phase and at build time (i.e. compilation and linking stages) are called closed systems (closed
dynamic systems). Such systems often work by monitoring their environment or internal state
and then performing adaptation (if needed). In this case adaptation usually means changing
of conﬁguration ﬁles, usage of resources and so on. However, direct change of code is rarely78 Jarosław Rudy
seen. Thus, closed dynamic systems evolve using their built-in evolution mechanisms and
without external effort from the designers. In other words, closed system reasons about its
evolution process on its own, using a set of static rules. Such behaviour is fairly common in
the case of self-adaptive or self-healing systems (see for example [5]).
Open systems Open systems (or open dynamic systems) evolve using rules, like the closed
systems. The difference is that the rules of an open system are dynamic and may evolve
themselves. Such behaviour usually cannot be achieved by the system on its own. In result
external interference is required. Open system are mostly not self-adaptive. On the other
hand they are said to be adaptable (e.g. by designers). Adaptation usually consists of adding,
removing or replacing components (or more generally – reconﬁguration of system’s graph of
components). Example of such system can be found in [6].
3. Architectural models
One of the more common approaches to online software evolution is based on the use
of software architectural models. Software architecture is a set of structures that allow to
reason about a software system. A software architectural model is created from the software
architecture (usually in the form of a diagram). The model reﬂects the system and is bound to
it. Thus it is possible to manipulate the target system by manipulating its architectural model
(see Figure 2a).
In order for the system to reason about and change its architecture two conditions must
be met: (1) the system must be aware of its architectural model and (2) the system must
be able to utilize the model. In result, the ﬁnal (capable of evolution) system is usually
a product of adding the model representation and reasoning apparatus to the target (original,
non-evolutionary) system.
3.1. Graphs of components
The notion of a software component (a package, module or set of functions, that deﬁnes its
provided and required interfaces and encapsulates related functions and data) is very popular
in the ﬁeld of modern software engineering. Thus, it’s not surprising that system’s software
architecture (and its model) is commonly deﬁned in terms of system’s components as a graph
of components
The graph represents all components of the system and their relations. The nodes in graph
are individual components (which can be actually a set of subcomponents, depending on the
level of detail) and the edges represent connectors. Each edge connects two components
(i.e. required interface of one component with provided interface of the other). Moreover,
components and connectors are labeled. Labels are important, because many architectural
constraints (like restraints on certain connectors or mandatory presence of some components)
are described by them. Example of this approach can be seen in [7].
3.2. Architectural styles and meta-models
One of the most important and difﬁcult steps of the aforementioned approach is creation
of the architectural model itself. In order to simplify this task, one can make use of ar-
chitectural styles. Styles are collections of architectural design decision, methods, common
practices and so on. Use of these “design rules” generally results in better software productsRuntime software adaptation: approaches and a programming tool 79
in certain context. Richard N. Taylor et al. presented in [8] an overview of architectural
styles that make adaptation easier and gauged them according to their BASE framework. They
have considered various styles including peer-to-peer systems, service-oriented architectures,
publisher-subscribes systems, C2 style (hierarchy of components), Weaves style and others.
Aside from architectural styles, certain techniques may be used to ease the design of archi-
tectural model. One such approach is, so called, meta-modelling. It is a well known concept in
software engineering and is concerned with analysis, construction and development of rules,
constraints and models. Thus, it can be used as a model which describes the properties of
another model – hence the name meta-model. Such approach was used in [7]. Meta-models
can also appear in the form of Architecture Description Languages (ADLs). Some examples
include ACME, AADL, C2 and Darwin.
3.3. Multi-layer “probes and gauges” approach
As was mentioned before, to make the target system adaptable, a model alone is not
enough. We also need a tool to reason about the model (and hence the system itself), detect
“cause” changes and make decisions to apply “effect” changes back to the system. In other
words we need to:
— monitor the system for events like violation of constraints (too low efﬁciency, too much
resources used, etc.),
— translate the observed lowel-level system data into high-level terms and changes, which
can be applied to the architectural model,
— make decision whether to perform adaptation or not and how it should be performed,
— apply the adaptation back to the system.
Above steps have been implemented by quite common four-tier “probes and gauges” ap-
proach. This approach works by attaching an “adaptation managament system” above the
target system (the latter is also called legacy system). First tier is a set of probes that are
deployed and attached to the system to monitor it and collect data. Probes then send the data
through a probes bus to the layer of gauges. Gauges are used to transform raw low-level
system data into information understood in the context of the current architectural model.
Third layer consists of controllers, which receive the data from the gauges (through gauges
bus) and make adaptation decisions with the help of the model. Controllers then form certain
adaptation actions which are send to the last tier of this architecture – a set of effectors. Effec-
tors are attached to the target system (like probes) and each one of them affects different part
of the system (or in different way). Main idea of this approach is illustrated in Figure 2b.
Common architectural decisions affect the system’s conﬁguration, its usage of resources
and so on, but the controllers may also decide to make changes not only to the target system,
but to the layers of probes, gauges and even effectors. Some elements might be removed (to
reduce the overhead on the target system) when data is superﬂuous or added when more data is
needed or they need to be ﬁltered or transformed in different way. In this approach adaptation
managament system may change alongside the target system.
Gauges and controllers can be very independent of the target system, since they work
close to its model and the model can be designed with the use of meta-models or architectural
styles and reused with another system. Probes and effectors, however, must remain close to80 Jarosław Rudy
(a) Adaptation cycle (b) Probes and gauges approach
Figure 2. Adaptation using architectural models
the system to work properly. Thus, each new target system may require slightly different
probes and effectors designed speciﬁcally for that system.
Approach of “probes and gauges” has been used not only in software systems, but in
computer systems in generall. For example Valetto et al. used their KX system in “real
world, mass-market Internet service” [9]. The system monitored the load of the system (con-
sisting of multiple computers) searching for differences beetwen current system architecture
and modeled nominal architecture. When a difference is detected an adaptive action (starting
up or shuting down computers) is triggered to help balance the system load. Cheng et al.
presented similar approach to conduct self-repairs in pervasive systems [10]. They introduce
a three-tier architecture with task, model and runtime layers. In different approach software
agents(termedWorklets)wereusedinplaceoforiginaleffectorsalongwithdecentralizedpro-
cess engine called Workﬂakes [11]. Finally, Garlan et al. presented their Rainbow framework
with the main idea of supporting reuse of repair strategies and infrastructure across different
systems [12].
4. Other approaches
Although architectural models are the most common approach to software evolution, other
approaches still exist. One such solution is to support classic object-oriented programming
(OOP) with the aspect oriented programming (AOP). Aspects are usually used for separation
of concerns by deﬁning certain fragments of code (called advices) that can be run on special
conditions (called join points). Typical situation involves running the advice before, after or
around a certain method. A notion of pointcut exist in order to specify which join points
trigger given advice. One could say that aspects are woven into application code.
Main usage of AOP in evolutionary software consists of creating new infrastructure atop
a target system that makes the weaving process from static to dynamic. In result the same
application code may trigger different advices during runtime. Examples of this approach
include HotWave [13] – a framework for dynamic weaving in JavaVirtualMachine (JVM). It
works by aplying “hooks” in bytecode and detecting certain events (like entering a method)
to enable dynamic weaving. A mechanism of inter-advice communication is also part of
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adaptation at both design phase and at runtime. Both these approaches are designed for Java
programming language.
Java (and virtual machines in general) is often a good choice in low- and middle-level soft-
ware evolution, since bytecode is much easier to analyse and generate than classic platform-
-dependant object code. Thus, the number of approaches relying on Java is signiﬁcant.
M. Dmitriev in [15] presents a framework for HotSpot JVM that enables runtime modiﬁcation
with the use of thr Java Portable Debugger Architecture and Java Debugger Wire Protocol. He
considers four levels of dynamic modiﬁcation: ﬁrst being changes to the body of a method
and last being arbitrary changes. However only ﬁrst level was successfully implemented.
With low-level approaches more and more emphasis is put on the coherence and safety of
the systemduring evolution. Forexample, J. Zhang et al. consider theadaptation management
process the main focus of system safety and consistency [16]. They use reﬂection mechanism
(once again in Java) to grant the program the capability to reason about its own behaviour
and alter it. They deﬁne a notion of critical communication segments and their importance
in keeping the system in consistent state. They present a safe adaptation graph (SAG) and
state that safe adaptation is a path in this graph with each transition leading from one safe
conﬁguration to another.
On the other hand, authors of [17] state that program always has a set of global invariants
that remain the same despite the evolution process. They also focus on the notion of a quiscent
state – a state in which an adaptation is possible and safe. The authors construct a source
(original) and target (adapted) system’s models using Petri nets. They also consider different
forms of replacing source behaviour with target behaviour, with one of them assuming that
the new target behaviour T is active while old source behaviour S hasn’t been stopped yet.
Aside from OOP and AOP paradigms some other programming techniques are used to
implement software evolution. One example is the use of delegations [18]. Evolution is
performed by adding new component atop of the old one. When the component behaviour
is invoked, the new component can either pass (delegate) the request back to the original
component or implement the behaviour itself. When consequent changes are made another
components are added atop of the previous ones, making a chain of delegates. In this way the
new components “wrap up” the original ones. Main drawback is need for “hooks” in original
system and the fact that after a few changes the chain of delegates can become quite long.
Finally, we end this chapter with one more example of a low-level code modiﬁcation [19].
This work describes a system named DynamicRIO which can be used for large multi-threaded
applications. DynamicRIO introduces additional layer beetwen object code and its execution
andemploysbinaryinstrumentation(i.e. observingandmanipulatingeachbinaryinstruction).
The system also enables the use of a code cache. Cached code can be executed natively to
avoid overhead. One important disadvantage of DynamicRIO is large memory usage.
4.1. Open problems
Despite the multitude of approaches to software evolution, there are still some questions
unanswered. Firstly: many approaches deal with changes forced by the changes in the en-
vironment (like resources availability) and the support for direct runtime code modiﬁcation
caused by the designers is limited. Secondly: approaches using architectural models and
advanced development tools often require the software system to be designed according to
certain rules and restrictions. This is especially true with the use of architectural styles. There-
fore, those approaches may be ineffective in cases of already existing software. Thirdly: while82 Jarosław Rudy
the target system remains adaptive, the adaptation apparatus itself is in most cases static (very
little to no modiﬁcations allowed). Finally, most research study the effects of the evolution on
the target system in terms of increase of functionality or decrease in number of system faults.
However, there is little research on overhead generated by the evolution process. The question
is: how much must the performance of the target system suffer because of the introduction of
evolution mechanisms?
5. Versatile Code Generator
Some of aforementioned problems are addressed by a prototype lightweight development
tool for Linux introduced by the author of this paper in [20] called Versatile Code Gener-
ator (or VCG in short). Main capabilities of the tool are: (1) possibility of deﬁning and
implementing fragments of code that are subject to runtime change (called versatile code) via
function hotswapping, (2) maintenance of old versions of the same versatile code fragment
after they were replaced by the new one, (3) ability to switch to older code version in case of
system fault. The tool is also characterized by its ease of use, also in case of already designed
software, and low resources usage (in the case of the tool itself).
5.1. Description
Versatile Code Generator is a Linux development tool for C++ programming language.
It is used to transform slightly modiﬁed C++1 source code into ﬁnal executable application
capable of runtime change to some extent. The process of the code generation is illustrated in
Figure 3a.
First, a source code is supplied to the tool by the designer. This code is the same as
standard C++ source code with one exception. A new preprocessor directive, #versatile,
is added and should be placed on a line before the deﬁnition of each function1 planned as
a versatile (dynamic) function:
#versatile
int someFunction( int param1 , float param2 )
f
  
(function body)
  
g
This modiﬁed source code is processed by a program called code analyser, which role is
similar to the original C++ preprocessor – it prepares the code for the actual compilation. The
analyser searches for deﬁnitions of versatile functions. Each such deﬁnition is removed from
the original source code and placed in its own source ﬁle created speciﬁcally for it. Once
all versatile functions have been identiﬁed, the analyser searches for all calls (invocations)
of each such function. When found, the original call is replaced with a wrapper call using
a CodeManager class (explained further below). When the call replacement is ﬁnished, the
analyser prepares ﬁles for compilation (this includes creation of a makeﬁle and copying of
tool’s own source and object ﬁles).
1 Though the source code is written in C++ the actual code modiﬁcation can be applied to non-members
functions only (like in standard C) and not to classes.Runtime software adaptation: approaches and a programming tool 83
(a) Code generation process (b) Target system during runtime
Figure 3. Versatile Code Generator
The code generated by the analyser is termed intermediate code and is a standard C++
source code that can be supplied to existing C++ compiler (like gcc). The compilation process
results in three different types of executables:
1. Main application. It is created from non-versatile part of intermediate code with addition
of the CodeManager module used to call and manage versatile functions.
2. Dynamic libraries. These are versatile functions in a form of Unix shared libraries (one
library per each function) and are deployed in a directory next to the main application.
Since different versions of a single versatile function are permissible, a small program
(called library generator in Figure 3a) is used to assign proper version number to each
library during each recompilation of the ﬁnal program.
3. Monitor program. This executable is independent from the intermediate code and remains
always the same. It is placed next to main application and is used to support replacement
of defective versatile functions with their older versions after a application crash.
5.1.1. CodeManager module
The CodeManager module is a set of C++ classes that are responsible for updating and
calling versatile functions during runtime and are added automatically to the code of the main
application by the tool. The module is running in a separate thread of execution to peri-
odically check for new versions of versatile functions. The updating process is solved by
a special shared library called superlib. This library is created during each recompilation and
contains information about symbols of versatile functions that are present and their mappings
to appropriate shared libraries. During each update the libraries are reloaded (using the Linux
dynamic libraries API). The library that has highest positive version number is assumed to be
the current version. Critical section is used to ensure that no versatile function is executing
during update. However, this also means that update cannot be performed while versatile
function is executing. This can potentially cause a resource starvation that will prevent the
application from runtime code modiﬁcation.
All versatile function calls are handled by a special templated member function in class
CodeManager. Template parameter allows to return different data types for different func-
tions. However different versatile functions have different types and number of arguments.84 Jarosław Rudy
In order to cope with this, each versatile function is accompanied by an additional “preparer”
function. The purpose of this function is to pack all function arguments into one array. The
code responsible for arguments retrieval is then added to the actual function which accepts
that array as its sole parameter. Therefore, versatile function from the example before will be
split into two functions as shown below:
void  someFunctionPreparer( int param1 , float param2 )
f
(pack param1 and param2 into dynamic array)
return array;
g
int someFunction( void  array )
f
(retrieve param1 and param2 from the array)
(remove array)
  
(original function body)
  
g
5.1.2. Target system architecture
The architecture of applications created with Versatile Code Generator is shown in
Figure 3b and consists of three main components: monitor, dynamic libraries and actual
application. Firstly, the monitor process is started. It creates its child process – the main
application – and then blocks, waiting for the child process to terminate. The main appli-
cation initializes the CodeManager module and loads current versions of versatile functions.
Monitor program never changes, but main application and the libraries can be modiﬁed with
each recompilation. Changes to main application require restart (i.e. termination) of entire
system, but since dynamic libraries can be loaded and unloaded on demand, it is possible to
modify their code without the need to shut the system down.
When software error occurs in the current version of one of the versatile function, it is
possible to mark the current version as faulty (for example by assigning a negative number
to it) and switch back to one of the older (and not marked as faulty) versions. However,
many software errors (segmentation fault for example) result in the termination of the faulty
process and the loss of the process’s state. This effect is difﬁcult to avoid without changes
to the operating system or great care from the designer. To solve this issue the supervising
monitor process exists. Since monitor is a parent process, it can detect termination of the
main application and even access information about the reason the application was terminated
(like a signal being send to the process). To ﬁnd which versatile function was the cause of the
error, the CodeManager uses special emergency log ﬁle whenever the versatile code starts and
ﬁnishes its execution. By analysing this ﬁle, the monitor can make decision about whether to
replace one versatile function with its older version or not. Then the system can be started
again, using older (and possibly unfaulty) versatile code. The previous application state is
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5.2. Research
The Versatile Code Generator was used to develop few versatile C++ applications in order
to compare them with the same applications developed in standard manner (i.e. using gcc
compiler directly). The main subject of this research is to evaluate performance overhead
caused by the use of the tool compared to “standard” applications. Three performance factors
important for the end-user have been considered: the execution time of the application, its
memory usage1 and the size of executable code. The tests were performed on a Intel Core 2
(2.26 GHz) machine with 2 GB of RAM.
Figure 4. Memory usage and execution time in relation to the number of versatile functions
First, we research the performance depending on the number of versatile functions. The
tests were performed using one application with 6 functions, each being called 1000 times.
The numberof functions declaredas versatile wasdifferent each time. Functions were ranging
from several ﬂoating-point assignments or trigonometrical function calls to simple bubble sort
implementation. The results are shown in Figure 4. Execution time quickly rises in case of
the dynamic application and becomes serious threat to system performance when signiﬁcant
portion of system functions (in this example, more than 10%) is declared as versatile. When
all 6 functions are versatile (and program does nothing, but calls these function repeatedly) the
execution times increases over 45 times. In case of memory usage, each function increased
total memory usage by 40 KB on avarage (each additional megabyte would allow for 25 such
functions). Size of executable code (not shown on separate chart) for the same application
ranges from 90.7 to 390.8 KB, which gives nearly 50 KB of executable code per versatile
function.
Table 1. Different function size research
Function size Very small Small Medium Large
Static build 9.351 9.419 9.668 13.668
Dynamic build 86.414 86.482 90.723 94.342
Difference 77.063 77.063 81.055 80.674
Next, we consider the size of the versatile functions. Since the tool wraps and modi-
ﬁes the original function calls, it should be largely independent in relation to function with
1 Memory usage is understood as total RAM size used by the given process as reported by Linux /proc
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different body size. These characteristics were tested with various functions (ranging from
simple return call to complex function with loops, conditional statements and mathemathical
functions), each called 1000 times as before to evaluate the size of executable code. Results
are shown in Table 1. The difference beetwen static and dynamic version amounts to 75 – 80
KB (corresponding to the constant overhead researched below) and remains fairly constant
while the size of the function increases many times over.
Table 2. Constant overhead research
Memory usage [KB] Executable code [KB] Execution time [s]
Static build 2960.0 9.327 0.0025
Dynamic build 11324.0 86.389 0.0045
Difference 8364.0 77.062 0.002
Finally, the constant overhead of the tool was estimated. By constant overhead we mean
the difference between static and dynamic application when no versatile functions are de-
clared, so the only differences are the resources needed to include and start up the monitor
and the CodeManager module. The results are shown in Table 2. Most noticeable is the
increase of memory usage, which can be crucial in case of smaller applications. The dif-
ference in executable code is nearly 80 KB, but this is not of a great importance (just two
versatile function from previous example would require 100 KB). The additional time needed
for initialization of the system is just few miliseconds.
6. Comparative analysis
This section offers a comparison of presented approaches to software evolution including
the Versatile Code Generator tool described above. Selected solutions, along with their basic
features, strength, weaknesses and problems are shown in Table 3. The basic drawback of
most software evolution approaches is their limited usability. Those restrictions come in many
ﬂavours. Some solutions (especially when using architectural models) need the target system
to be designed in a special way, often using advanced tools or programming languages. This
is often required to get easy access to system information (like composition of components,
exposed interfaces, etc.). It is a serious problem in case of applications that were designed in
another way and are already deployed and running.
Next problem is that certain approaches aim at different types of software evolution. Many
solutions allow for dynamic adaptation, reconﬁguration or repair of the target system (using
a set of mechanisms like architecture constraints, adaptation policies, repair strategies and
so on), but are only closed system and unsuited to react to changes caused by designers.
Moreover, those approaches often support only one kind of runtime modiﬁcation (mostly
changes to single function or method). Conditions at which a modiﬁcation can be applied or
a behaviour can be updated are largely limited as well. To ensure safety and consistency of
the system it is usually needed to halt all current behaviours or wait for them to end. This
proves to be a problem, especially when a given behaviour continues to run indeﬁnitely.
Compared to those solutions the Versatile Code Generator tool, presented above, tries
a different approach. It aims at ease of use (taking on role as an additional step of the com-
pilation process), reduction of designer’s effort (chnages to source code limited to one new
preprocessor directive) and low resource usage (as a tool). The VCG allows for dynamic
versatile code modiﬁcation and automatic switch to older code versions in case of software
fault. However, this tool is not without its own drawbacks. While the tool itself consumesRuntime software adaptation: approaches and a programming tool 87
Table 3. Comparison of approaches
Approach Advantages / features Disadvantages / problems
Architectural styles [8]
High level of abstraction. High
reusability. Different styles are
possible.
Applications need to be designed
using one of the styles. Often re-
quires use of additional tools.
3-layer adaptation
framework [10]
High level of abstraction. Use
of adaptation policies and con-
straints. High-level user tasks and
model. System can be composed
of many computers.
Unusable for designer-caused
changes (architecture repairs
only). Solution dependant on the
targeted system.
Probes and gauges [11]
High-level solution. Reusable
infrastructure with gauges, con-
trollers and model representation.
Use of repair or adaptation strate-
gies.
Probes and effectors need to
be designed speciﬁcally for the
target system. Unusable for
designer-caused changes (adapta-
tion only).
Aspect-oriented
programming [14]
Changes at both design time and
runtime. High platform indepen-
dence.
Changes during design are difﬁ-
cult to monitor. Problem of weav-
ing aspects’ order.
Framework for HotSpot
JavaVirtualMachine [15]
Simplicity (easy bytecode analy-
sis). Portability. Few different
policies for new behaviour activa-
tion process.
No general solution (restricted to
changing method bodies only).
Use of delegations [18]
Ability to delegate the requests
back to previous version of com-
ponents.
Typing problems. Each modiﬁca-
tion adds new components. Re-
quires “hooks” in target system.
Constraints on the target system
architecture.
DynamicRIO [19]
High level of control. Possibility
of native code execution (reduc-
ing overhead).
Low-level solution. High re-
source usage (especially mem-
ory). Considerable overhead pos-
sible
Versatile Code
Generator tool [20]
Lightweight (in case of the tool it-
self) and easy to use. Requires lit-
tle changes to source code. Appli-
cable in case of already designed
systems. Capable of switching
back to older code versions.
Considerable overhead in some
cases. Prototype only (doesn’t
support class modiﬁcation etc.).
relatively few resources, the applications created with it still have to cope with certain per-
formance and scalability issues. Moreover, the current version of the tool allows for runtime
code modiﬁcation for functions and not classes. To sum it up, in the ﬁeld of software evolution
more general solutions are needed, also with regard to different platforms and programming
languages, restraints on the target systems and impacts on their overall performance.88 Jarosław Rudy
7. Summary
Though not an entirely new concept, the software evolution’s importance increased in
recent years and is only going to grow more, as software systems are progressively getting
more complex and expensive. Furthermore, IT systems are used in more and more different
ﬁelds and they often have unique properties, making it harder to analyse and manage them.
Such diversity in the application’s properties (like purpose, size, performance, safety, etc.)
results in many different techniques used for supporting software evolution.
In this paper the author surveyed several approaches to software evolution and introduced
his own solution – the Versatile Code Generator programming tool – along with its basic
performance research. The VCG main advantages are ease of use and low resource consump-
tion of the tool itself, however in its prototype stage it is still limited and causes considerable
overhead in created applications. Other approaches are quite various: both high- and low-level
solutions are present, using different programming languages and paradigms (object-, aspect-
and agent-oriented programming for example). Despite this diverstity a trend of using ar-
chitectural models as a basis for software evolution was observed in considerable number
of solutions. These model-based approaches very often require use of advanced tools and
designing the system in a speciﬁc way.
To sum it up, present approaches to software evolution are always limited by use of a cer-
tainprogramminglanguageorlevelofabstraction. Moreover, theyoftensupportonlyonetype
of software evolution, aiming for either correcting faults, increasing performance or adapting
to the environment. This shows that more general and multi-purpose approaches are needed to
help the software developers design IT systems that can face various changes throughout their
whole life cycle, from the start of the design phase, to the end of the maintenance process.
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